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School Action Plan:  

All ‘Area’s to Improve’ were aspects highlighted as red on the Collegiate P.E audits 

completed at the completion of this Academic year (2021-22). (Three ‘Orange’ areas have 

been added to allow the School to focus on three area’s in 2022-23) 

Area to 
improve 

Teaching in PE is highly physical and strenuous. 

School 
action 

At St. John’s we carefully monitor the progress of our teachers competence 
teaching P.E. We know our teachers are getting a broader range of skills and 
deeper subject knowledge in many topics. 
 
One thing our team of Staff will be considering as a collective is how active each 
lesson is, can we make plenaries snappier. Can we ensure the children move as 
possible and are all activities differentiated appropriately. 
 
Mr. Sigley will continue to work 1-2-1 with staff, he will also run regular staff 
meetings to afford attention to the aforementioned issue. 
 
During the Autumn Mrs. Rigby will plan a learning walk to check that our lessons 
are engaging, challenging and hard work! 
 
 
 

Area to 
improve 

Pupils show very high levels of physical fitness and can work for prolonged 
periods of time. 

School 
action 

At St. John’s this year our children will be focusing on getting as fit as possible and 
staying healthy. Lockdown stopped a lot of us participating in lots of different 
types of exercise and some of us are finding it tricky to find our ‘mojo’!   
 
In all P.E lessons our children will get used to finding out exactly what their bodies 
are capable of! 
 
We have restructured our P.E lessons so that our children are as active as possible 
when they are in a P.E lessons. We will continue to develop our skills and 
knowledge in various activities – but we will also ensure our children spend 
significant periods of time playing ‘fun first’ games that develop our pupils 
physically whilst ensuring everyone is smiling or laughing! 
 
We will aim to inspire all of our children to get active outside of School by 
celebrating success within and outside of School. 
Mr. Sigley will meet with our families when the School hosts ‘Active Family’ 



workshops. 
 
 

Area to 
improve 

Links exist with other schools, clubs and sports organizations, which contribute to 

extending the range and quality of opportunities provided for pupils. 

School 
action 

At St. John’s we will be doing everything we can to promote a healthy, active 
lifestyle for our children outside of School. Mr. Sigley and Mr. Wiggs will be 
championing our active children by celebrating them in a School newsletter.  
We will also be running an Olympic themed challenge to encourage ALL children 
to get as active as possible.  
 
We will also be celebrating our active role models with the Wall of Fame, anyone 
who is taking part in organised, physical activity outside of School will go up on 
the Wall of Fame! (We then hope more children will be inspired to feature on the 
wall of fame).   
 
If COVID restrictions allow we hope to invite local clubs into School to provide 
taster sessions – in the hope that children will seek out more movement in the 
community! 
All children and Staff will have access to the Collegiate activity brochure so they 
can seek out exciting, active opportunities. 
     

 


